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Abstract 

In this paper we introduced the concept of relatively prime edge domination of a graph G. 

Let  EVG ,  be a graph. For a set  GEM   is said to be relatively prime edge dominating 

set, if M is an edge dominating set with at least two edges and for each pair of edge ie  and je  

in M such that   .1deg,deg ji ee  The minimum cardinality of a relatively prime edge 

dominating set (rpd-set) is called relatively prime edge domination number and it is denoted by 

 .Grpd  If there is no such pair exist then   .0 Grpd   

1. Introduction 

The graph related to the prime elements of G has been discussed since 

1981. Williams was the first person who introduced the prime group of a 

group where the vertices are the primes dividing the order of G and two 

vertices p and q are joined by an edge if and only if G contains an element of 

order .pq  The significance of the prime graphs of finite groups can be found 

in Yamiki (1993) and Williams (1981). In this paper we have introduced a 

relatively prime edge domination number of graphs. The basic definitions 

have been referred from S. Arumugam and S. Velammal [2], G. Chartrand 

and Ping Zhang [5], F. Harary [6]. For basic results we have referred C. 

Jayasekaran and A. Jancy Vini [8], V. R. Kulli and B. Janakiram [9].  
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2. Definition and Main Results 

Definition 2.1. A set ES   is said to be relatively prime edge 

dominating set if it is a dominating set with at least two elements and for 

every pair of edges u and v in S such that   1deg,deg vu   

Definition 2.2. The minimum cardinality of a relatively prime edge 

dominating set is called relatively prime edge domination number and is 

denoted by  .Grpd  

Theorem 2.1. Let nP  be a path graph of order .3n  then  
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Pnrpd  

Proof of Theorem 2.1.  Let neeee ,,,, 321   be the edge set of path 

graph .nP   

Case 1. for 53  n   

If ,3n  then  21, eeM   is the required minimal relatively prime edge 

dominating set and hence   .2 nrpd P  Let 3n  in this case  neeM ,1  

is the dominating set and also       11,2,2 neded  therefore 

 neeM ,2  is the relatively prime edge dominating set and hence 

  .2 nrpd P   

Case 2. 7,6n   

In this case  neeeM ,, 41  is the edge dominating set also 

      ,12,1,1 neded  and       11,1,4 neded  and    1, eded n  

  12,1   therefore  neeeM ,, 41  is relatively prime edge dominating 

set and hence   .3 nrpd P   

Case 3. 8n   

Any dominating set contains at least two internal edges  jee ,1  such that 

12  nji  and     .2, ji eded  Hence   .0 nrpd P   
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Theorem 2.2. If nP  is a complement of a path graph, then  

 


 


.,0

74,2

otherwise

nif
Pnrpd  

Proof of Theorem 2.2. Let neeee ,,,, 321   be the edge set of path 

graph .nP  

Case 1. If 3n  

Here 3P  is a path of degree 1, but by the definition of relatively prime 

edge dominating set there should be at least one edge of degree 2. Hence 

  .03  Prpd  If ,4n  let  321 ,, eeeM   be a path 14 , vP  is adjacent to all 

vertices except 2v  clearly  21, eeM   is the edge dominating set of .4P  In 

14 eP  has degree  2n  and 2e  has degree  ,3n  since    21 , eded  

   21,,12,1 eeM   is relatively prime edge dominating set for 4P  and 

hence   .24  Prpd  For ,5n  let m be the set of all even numbers, clearly 

for any two relatively prime edge dominating sets have degree   12  mn  

and  mn 2  respectively, since   ,12  mnd    .12  mnd   Hence 

  .2 nrpd G   

Case 2. Clearly any dominating sets contain at least two internal edges 

of same degree and     1, ji eded  which implies   .0 nrpd P  Hence the 

Theorem.  

Theorem 2.3. If .21 GG   then    .21 GG rpdrpd    

Proof of Theorem 2.3. Let f be an isomorphism between graphs 1G  and 

.2G  Let    neeeGE ,,, 211   since    21: GEGEf  is a bijection, Let 

        .,,, 212 nefefefGE   Let  neee ,,, 21   be a relatively prime 

edge dominating set of ,1G  since f is an isomorphism,       .,,, 21 mefefef   

is a also dominating set of .2G  Since isomorphism preserves adjacency of 

edges     1, ji eded  for .ji   Therefore       mefefef ,,, 21   is a 
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relatively prime edge dominating set of .2G  Hence    .21 GG rpdrpd    

Theorem 2.4. For a pan graph mP   

 


 


.,0

74,2

otherwise

mif
Pmrpd  

Proof of Theorem 2.4. A cycle mC  will be attached to a path graph nP  

by a bridge. mC  is regular graph with edge set  meeee ,,,, 321   and any 2 

edges say  21, ee  is connected to a path mP  and the degree of any of these 

two edges will result in 3, and the remaining edges in the cycle mC  will have 

degree 2. Hence by the definition of relatively prime edge dominating set 

  .2 mrpd P   

Theorem 2.5. Let nmK ,  be a complete bipartite graph,   .0,  nmrpd K   

Proof of Theorem 2.5. Let 1v  and 2v  be the bipartition vertex of nmK ,  

with mv 1  and .2 nv   Clearly   nud   and   mud   for 1vu   and 

2vu   any minimal dominating set of nmK ,  has one vertex in 1v  and 

another vertex in ,2v  since the degree of each edge in u is same as the degree 

of each edge in v, the minimal dominating set of nmK ,  does not become 

relatively prime dominating set and hence   .0,  nmrpd K   

Theorem 2.6. Let nmT ,  be a tadpole graph. Then  
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Proof of Theorem 2.6. Consider a tadpole graph nmT ,  by definition of 

nmT ,  is obtained by joining a cycle graph mC  to a path graph nP  with a 

bridge.  

Case 1. 3
2

1


q
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Let  muuuu ,,,, 321   be the edges on the cycle graph mC  and 

 mvvvv ,,,, 31   be the edges on the path graph .nP  Let  1v  be the 

common edge for mC  and nP  and  mv  be the terminal edge of .nP  This 

implies that for 1n  any 2 edges in the cycle graph will have degree 2 and 

3, since the degree of any edge in the cycle will have degree 2 and an edge 

adjacent to path will have degree 3,       13,2deg,deg 1 muu  or 

.4,3,2n   

In this case  11,  nvuM  is the required minimal relatively prime 

dominating set also       .13,2deg,deg 11 nvu   

Therefore  11, nvu  is relatively prime dominating set and hence 

  .2,  nmrpd T   

Case 2. 7 nm   

For ,3m  here  nvvu ,, 31  is the dominating set, also 

        11,2,,12,3, 331  nvvdvud  and     .13,1,1 nvud  

Therefore  nvvu ,, 31  is relatively prime dominating set and hence 

  3,  nmrpd T  

For .5,4m   

In this case  mvvu ,, 11  is the required minimal relatively prime 

dominating set also             ,11,3,,13,2, 111  mvdvdvdud  

      .13,1, 1 udvd m  Hence   3,  nmrpd T  therefore  mvvu ,, 11  is 

relatively prime dominating set.  

For 6m  

In this case  mvuu ,, 52  is the required relatively prime dominating set 

also             11,3,,13,2, 551  mvdududud  and    2, udvd m  

  .12,1   Hence   .3,  nmrpd T  Therefore  mvuu ,, 51  is relatively 

prime dominating set.  

Theorem 2.7. Let nC  be a centipede graph then  
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Proof of Theorem 2.7.  Consider a centipede graph ,nC  by definition 

nC  is a tree on n2  vertices obtained by joining the bottom of n-copies of the 

path 2P  laid in a row with edges.  

Let the edges on the top of nC  be niui ,,3,2,1;   and the 

corresponding edges on the bottom be .,,3,2,1; nivi    

Case 1. for 5,3n   

In this case  nvu ,1  is the required minimal relatively prime edge 

dominating set, also       .11,2,1 nvdud  Hence   .2 nrpd C   

Case 2. for 8,7n   

The edges 1v  and nv  have degree 1 and the edges on the top of nC  have 

degree 3 and the corresponding edges on the bottom will have degree 2. This 

is because the edges on the bottom of nC  that is   nvvv ,,, 21   will be 

pendent edges and each edge  mvvvv ,,, ,321   will be connected to the 

corresponding top edges  .,,,, 321 nvuuu   Hence the edges  11 ,, nn vvu  

forms the required minimal edge dominating set. Also    11 , nvdud  

  ,12,3         ,11,2,1  nn vdvd        .13,1, 1 udvd n  Hence 

  .3 nrpd C  

3. Conclusion 

In this paper, we surveyed selected results on relatively prime edge 

domination in graphs. These results establish key relationships between the 

relatively prime numbers and the dominating sets in graphs. We find results 

for some standard graphs and special graphs.  
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